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4A TI-99 Ressources

Check your answer by typing: PRINT K .... In the example given, the elements of the array have been assigned values ... ability to enter a name and have the computer find and print ...... Now use an arrow key to position the flashing cursor over. 
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Creative Programming for Young Minds ...ontheTI-99/4A



Volume V



by Leonard Storm 1 THEN 80



100 IF N < 0



THEN 80



110 FOR ROW=l



TO



24



120 FOR COL=l



TO



32



130 X=RND



140



IF X > N



THEN 170



150 A(ROW,COL)=33 160 GOTO 220 170



X=RND



180



IF X> .5 THEN



210



190 A(ROW,COL)=36 200



GOTO



220



210 A(ROW,COL)=36 220 NEXT COL 230 NEXT



ROW



Keep going.



208



240 PRINT



"THE ARRAY IS FILLED"



250 INPUT "TYPE C TO CONTINUE ":A$ 260 IF A$"C" THEN 250 270



CALL CLEAR



280



FOR 1=1



TO



24



290 FOR J=l



TO



32



300 CALL HCHAR(I,J,A(I,J)) 310 NEXT J 320 NEXT



I



330



330



GOTO



This is how the program works:



STATEMENT: 5



10



turns the screen gray.



defines an array called A which is to have 24 rows and 32 columns.



Array A will be



used to store screen characters.



20



Set 1 will have a black foreground and a gray background.



30,40,50



60



define 3 characters in set 1.



sets up the random number generator to give a different sequence of numbers every time the program is run.



80,90,100



These statements ask for a number between 0 and 1.



If the number input is outside this



range, statement 90 (or 100) causes the input statement to be repeated. 110-230



These statements cause the elements of array



A to be given a value of 33, random fashion.



34, or 36 in a



209



STATEMENT: 110,120



The elements are filled in a row at a time: ROW=l,COL=l ROW=l,COL=2 ROW=l,COL=3 up to



ROW=l,COL=32 then



ROW=2,COL=l



ROW=2,COL=2 up to ROW=2,COL=32 and



130,140,150



160,220



so on.



Statement 130 generates a random number



between 0 and 1.



If the random number is



less than or equal to the number you have



input in statement 80, then statement 150 is executed which sets A(ROW,COL) number 33



equal to



(also a character number).



Then



statement 160 causes a jump to statement 220 which increments the COL number by 1.



130,140, 170-220



If the random number generated in statement 130 is greater than the number you have input in 80, then statement 140 causes a jump to statement 70.



Statement 170 generates another random number between 0



and 1.



If this random number is



greater than h, then the element of the array will be assigned the number 36.



If the random



number is less than or equal to h, then the element of the array is given a value of 34.



210



STATEMENT: 240



This statement lets you know when all the



elements of the array have been given a value. 250,260



These statements cause the computer to pause



so that the message in statement 240 can be read before statement 270 clears the screen.



280-r320



These statements cause all of the elements of



the array to be printed on the screen in the same ROW and COL as the element appears in the array.



Statement 300 causes the elements to be printed on the screen as the characters defined in statements



330



30-50.



Statement 330 holds the pattern on the screen.



RUN the program several times. number at statement 80.



Each time input a different



(Suggestions:



Input zero, one, .5)



Try to figure out what would happen if statement 170 were changed to: 170



X=X



Then test your answer by RUNning the program.



On the lines



below, explain why X=RND is needed in line 170.



Next, put statement 170 back the way it was.



Now change



the program where necessary to create an array A containing 6



rows and 10 columns.



211



"TfffiV



Let the program fill up this array in the same way as it filled the one before.



Also, have the program print the



elements of the array on the screen as it did before. Show the changes to the program on the lines below.



RUN the program and de-bug it until it is working properly, 
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4A TI-99 Ressources 

Can you guess what these statements tell the computer to do? Statement 20 tells the computer that: T equals 999. ... AND REPEAT THE LOOP IF IT HAS NOT.
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4A TI-99 Ressources 

This book is intended to help you operate your new TI-99/4A computer, get ...... you use a consultant, get one who is an independent without any connection to a ...
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4A TI-99 Ressources 

statements used in that language by reading theTI Extended BASIC manual (and ..... 700 DATA THE HOBBIT,FUTURE SHOCK,GOODBYE MR.CHIPS,MOBY ...
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4A TI-99 Ressources 

The # sign must be present in front of the numeric expression ... time, enter another sprite, say S = ll. .... 180 IF Y>220 THEN VY=-AY ELSE IF Y
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4A TI-99 Ressources 

Table of Musical Notes. 176 ... press the W^ key several times until the cursor has been allows moved to ..... the program to check your answer. .... table below: FREQUENCY NUMBER. NOISE TYPE. -1. Periodic 1. -2 ..... look what fall will bring.
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4A TI-99 Ressources 

... SCREEN statement. Watch how differ ent screen colors change the hue of colors on the flag. ..... 335 FOR DELAY=1 TO 600. 340. NEXT DELAY. 345 CALL ...
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4A User's Guide - TI-99 Ressources 

Nov 20, 1982 - We provide advice (and warnings) that you would expect to hear ... 1-2 shows you how to connect a 300- to 75-ohm converter to your rf ..... Since a fundamental unit of ...... gramsâ€”even those in Command Cartridgesâ€”cost less than $1
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4A 

follow explanation of just how the Line-by-Line Assembler op erates, working through ...... For ex ample, all instructions which use two operands in the operand.
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4A 

show how assembly language statements, the assembler, and the computer are ..... If you plan to v/rite programs to enhance the power of Basic, you will not ...
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4A 

with lightning reactions, as this game needs some skill to play. 1500+ can be considered a respectable score. 100 REM. 110 REM. EVRSION. 120 REM.
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4A and How It Works - TI-99 Ressources 

FIRST PRINTINGâ€”1984. All rights reserved .... machine code into something more easily understood by humans. The .... Ifyou have read your User's Manual, you already know that enter ...... 800 CALLSOUND(S,B,V,Dl, -Plays BChord. V,F2,V).
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4A 

and their mysterious friend from the future as they battle the evil Warlord of the Universe. .... Instruments (TI) instruction manual, then the first thing you should do with your new ...... The POS function has found the colon at position 9 in INFO$
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4A 

work. . .1 sell a number of Crunchy 100's to people in your field." This individual ...... for survival in an electric universe, a new awareness of computersâ€”and in ...
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4a 

Summary. .. The INT Function. Scientific Notation. .. Using Parentheses... Order of Operations. .... Mr. Bojangles. . A Block Figure with CALL .... and all the family â€“ find yourselves wanting to learn about and use your computer more and more as .
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4a 

Use Smart Bombs only in extreme out for help. The Scanner is the fastest way emergencies, or if there are enough to spot its position. aliens on the screen to ...
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4A 

manuals and instructional pamphlets which came with your computer and .... changes in future editions of this work, or for other titles in this series for the Tl ...
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4a 

affordable advanced electronics. See important warranty .... If You Are Using Your Television Set and the TI.900 Video Modulator. Connect Power Cords .
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4A 

REPEAT 18 [FD :N RT 10]. FD :S ... Can you design a castle using the shapes you already know how to make on the computer? ..... (Sorry, you can't quit yet.).
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4A 

computer, you've already tapped the power that lies beneath your keyboard. ...... 1240 IF B$="" THEN 1230 ELSE BK=VAL(B$). 1250 RETURN ... 1660 REM TAXABLE YIELDS ...... with computer precision, a line through a plot of points to best reflect the app
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4a 

"ready." 2. Turn on the TI Home Computer, and wait for the master title screen to appear. ... the TI computer keyboard to begin a one-player game. 3. Next, player ...
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4A 

sical games, such as "Hangman," "Blackjack," "Rou ...... The variable RIGHT, which keeps a count of the cor ...... CARD-COUNT is incremented to point to the.
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4A 

downloading of character set, which we'll get into ...... tutorial but serve as a springboard to ..... operations shares the same structure ... GRAM FILE option of the.
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4A 

The appendices A, B, and C offer answers to selected exercises, a list of common ... display words and sentences on a screenâ€”this is known as tad ...... Let's now try to print several large numbers, say 100, 1000,. 10000, etc. ...... correction. 77
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4A 

BL. 3P4. 7E0A 7E3E. 7EOC 0420. BLWP 3>6020. 7E0E 6020. 7E10 DOEO. MOVB @>8375,R3. 7E12 8375. 7E14 0263. ORI. R3,>2000. 7E16 2000. 7E18 0283.
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